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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
He is from a humble & rural educational background, hold a Bachelor of Engineering 

(Computer Science) degree from Kuvempu University, Karnataka. Despite being average in 

academics he was able to scale up through hard work and dedication. He is a poet by hobby, 

composed over 100 poems in Kannada, and got a few of them published.

Worked in IT Industry for 20+ years and been in London (UK) for �ve years, travelled across 7 

countries, achieved many milestones both in technical and middle management roles. 

Worked in the companies like Aditya Birla, TCS and Rolls Royce and was leading a Digital 

Transformation Initiatives.

Mentored many IT Professionals throughout his career and surprisingly found still people 

were repeating the same mistakes that he and many others did two decades ago which had 

inspired me to write a book. A book that will help rede�ne the IT Career Strategy for IT 

Professionals who is facing challenges in their career or going through hardship. This book 

that can save your career from making expensive blunder and lead you towards building a 

rewarding & stress-free career for Students/Graduates .
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ABOUT THE BOOK

“  PLAY IT LIKE A T20"IT CAREER
We are in the Fourth Industrial Revolution known as Industry 4.0 and the technology is evolving at a 

rapid pace. IT Career in a nutshell is purely a performance-oriented career, one has to upgrade their 

skills in line with the technology trends. The career span of any performance-oriented career is 

shortening due to the intense competition, agility, and changing dynamics, so is the case with the 

Cricket. The author is using Cricket which is also a performance-oriented career to compare IT 

Career on how the game has evolved from test cricket to T20 format in the similar lines. How is the 

cricketer's mind-set whilst perceiving their career in T20 to make it more rewarding helps the 

reader understand the concept well? Similarly, a total mind shift is equally important for 

students/graduates who are aspiring for IT Career to develop a T20 cricket mind-set (Believe, Think, 

Discipline, Habits and Actions) are at most critical. 

Surprisingly the Author found that many people are perceiving and many would continue to do so 

with the legacy mind-set motivated the author to do write this book. Used his 20 years of IT 

experience and hard-learned lessons to unearthed the known unknown secrets on corporate traps, 

delayed growth, unplanned Career, and other factors that would lead into a mid-career crisis, which 

is an undiagnosed problem. A situation where one is stuck in quicksand until their neck and no one 

is around to help; people would reach a stage where making hard decisions is next to impossible. 

The author has best analysed this deep-rooted problem and explains it through his Decision 

Impediment Model (DIM).

Provided simple tools and techniques if one sets their IT Career strategy in comparison with a T20 

Cricketer Mind-set, with Discipline & Dedication one could thrive and avoid the pit falls that would 

hinder career growth. A clear Career Strategy in line with the current industry trends and 

preparedness for the well anticipated challenges would make anyone's career more stable, 

rewarding and stress free.  The game keeps evolving and changes its format, thus playing the game 



ABOUT THE SERVICES

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT #1

The students are facing various challenges during the campus selection process, a survey 

indicated that students feel nervous, fearful, struggle with communication & low self-

con�dence.    

THE PROBLEM STATEMENT #2

The IT Industry is always matching shoulder to shoulder with the technology no matter how 

rapidly it’s evolving to meet the customer demands.  However, Educational Institutions are 

falling behind to produce graduates who are industry-ready and are at par with the current 

technology trends to sustain in the competitive world. The GAP that the industry is facing is to 

train the fresh campus recruits for 6 months to train them on various technologies, induct 

them on live projects to give practical experience so that they could make a contribution to 

the projects.    
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THE COACHING PROGRAMS

The Author through his 20+ years of Industry Experience and using concepts from his book 

“IT CAREER PLAY IT LIKE A T20” designed the below programs to help the students with the 

above-stated problems.  

#1. INDUSTRY  FORMULAPLACEMENT

#2.  READINESSINTERVIEW



THE  PROGRAMSCOACHING
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The Author through his talks on the below topics spreading awareness, guide and Coach the 

students / fresh graduates to have a clear career strategy inline with the current industry 

trends to make their career more rewarding and stress-free.  

#1  INDUSTRY  FORMULAPLACEMENT

Since there is a huge GAP between the IT Industry & Educational Institutions, the author is 

bridging the GAP through this program.  This helps the Institutions and Students to plan their 

academics in line with the technology trends thus the students get a clear career strategy 

and the right platform. By adopting these methods and leaning the students can outperform 

during the campus recruitments and get their �rst job effortlessly.

#2  INTERVIEW READINESS

As per world survey report, 93% of the people feel anxious/nervous during the interview, 

even well-prepared candidates cannot perform at their best if they become nervous. The 

Author is helping candidates with proven techniques and coaching the candidates to 

overcome the fears and improve communication, thus helping them in creating a great 

impression during  the interviews by exhibiting great knowledge with con�dence.    
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